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Surrounding nature is the biggest 
quality of the Latrobe valley.  Therefore 
improving green framework is one of the 
primal strategies. The goal is to create 
natural connections between surrounding 
landscapes: Strzelecki ranges with Morwell 
park in the south, Latrobe river axis in the 
centre, and the edge of Australian alps in 
the north, with Tyers and Moondarra parks. 
To achieve that series of different habitats 
are proposed in between the landscapes. 
Old and new environments are connected by 

green routes and passages. The routes give 
opportunity for animal species freely move 
and reproduce. 

New habitats and the connections are the 
fields of synergy. Old mines during the 
process of rehabilitation become areas of 
biodiversity. After excavation Yallorn North 
mine is slowly replanted by wild grasses and 
becomes landscape of pastures.  Massive 
Eastfield-Maryvale-Yallourn mine becomes a 
nature reserve with all sorts of environments 

in it: bushes, tropical forest, wetlands and 
meadows. Connections are created by green 
corridors under electricity wires, water 
habitats along the streams, wetlands around 
small towns where urban waste water is 
recycled and cleaned. 

Green framework increases life quality and 
biodiversity of the region. That is beneficial 
at the smallest scale for each village or 
household, but also for the whole natural 
belt of the continent. 
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Living + Green connections + Mobility Coal mine > Meadow landscape Biodiversity + Green connection Coal mine > Nature reserve > 
Recreation + Education

Coal > Energy > Waste smoke > 
Energy production with algae 

Energy infrastructure + Cattle 
production + Ecological corridors

Paper production forest + 
Reservation for mining + 
Ecological value

Connecting major landscapesNetwork of habitats  - restoring native biodiversityCombine

Synergy

Re-use Cascade
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Ecological
connections

Wetlands around creeks

Strzelecki Ranges Bioregion
 Morwell National Park wood

Forest of Great Dividing Range

Industrial forest

Biotopes in urban areas

Shubland, savanna, forest
Old Eastfield - Maryvale mine

Riparian landscape
Tyers park

Urban parks

Latrobe river

Valley grassland
Old Yallourn North mine
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Morwell 

Princes Drive Princes freeway

Extension of Hazelwood mine

Hazelwood mine

Churchill township

Morwell National Park

Yallourn North township

Tyers Park

Purvis Rd

Yallourn North mine 

Latrobe River Eastfield / Maryvale mine 

Extension of Eastfield / Maryvale mine

Algae photobioreactor

Algae photobioreactor

Hazelwood pondage

Lake Hyland

Flat dam - water storage

Household synergies

Warm water for greenhouses

Shrimp farm

Thermal  baths
Tropical beach

Water for agriculture

Recycle water

Hazelwood power station

3000 hectares cut of Latrobe valley in 2050
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Latrobe is facing a challenge to control its 
growth based on changing conditions in 
industry, economy and lifestyle.  Fields of 
synergy give unique opportunity to create 
exclusive and outstanding future. It is a 
strategy for re-inventing, overlapping and 
mixing transiting territories. It generates 
development and creates space for 
improvement. Such areas combine nature, 
urban, production and resource fields 
together. 

There is natural exchange of land, 
infrastructure, mobility, people, 
economic activities, water, 
energy and waste-products. 
Smart management of 

these fields allows preparing for the future 
changes, recovering overused territories and 
improving living environment of existing. 
Synergy is achieved by combining, re-using 
and cascading principles.

Synergies of combining overlap economies, 
habitats, and activities so they can exchange 
knowledge, products and resources. Synergies 
appear in double use of landscapes, shared 
services and shared environments. 

Synergies of re-using take wasted products, 
buildings, objects and territories to create 

new function and meaning. 

Synergies of cascading create a cycle 
of re-using the rest products, rest 
land as a source 

of the other 

economies or other habitats.  

Latrobe 2050:  new spin off economies 
are developed from the mining industry; 
community lifestyles become unique and 
variable; new flexible mobility connects region 
into one entity; new tactics for food production 
is applied; renewable energy takes over brown 
energy; region increases biodiversity; natural 
resources are smartly managed.

These goals are achieved by re-adaptation of 
the old mines and brown fields. Existing mines 
are showcasing the power of the region. They 
are industry of pride, identity and uniqueness. 
Empty excavated old mines give space to re-
adapt and experiment.  Innovative and diverse 
fields of synergies are applied and showcased, 
where old quarries are merged with nature, 
urban environment and production. It is the 
places of the future – not past.  
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Yallourn North - living in a green

Urban environment is improved by creating 
connections between urban cores and surrounding 
landscapes. Recreational and slow mobility routes 
create network of attractive public spaces. Green 
connections improve biodiversity and life quality.

Mine  is recycled into a meadow landscape

After excavation Yallorn North mine is slowly 
replanted by wild grasses and becomes landscape 
of meadows. It acts as a green ecological corridor 
between landscapes and as pasture field for 
agriculture.

Latrobe river becomes a wetland ecosystem

New wetland habitats along the Latrobe river increase 
biodiversity, become part of regional green framework 
and develop into places of recreation.

 Old mine recycled into a nature reserve

Massive Eastfield-Maryvale-Yallourn mine after 
excavation becomes a nature reserve with all sorts of 
environments: bushes, tropical forest, wetlands and 
meadows. The mine is so big that is has space for 
safari and educational routes.

 Power station and algae photobioreactor 

Smoke from the power plants is captured and in algae 
photo-bioreactor converted into energy once again.

 Smart forestry

Forest fields temporary occupy land before the 
mine expands. From the air, forest looks like a field 
of pixels. It creates opportunity to design land art, 
messages and slogans used for region’s marketing.

 Multiple uses of electricity wires

Open space under electricity wires is not a wasteland 
anymore. Space is used as cattle pastures and as 
green corridors between major landscapes. 
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Latrobe city is defined by a network of small 
scale urban settlements. Compact mix use 
territories are in the urban cores, while 
experimental living takes place in the former 
coal mines. Each community has a unique 
identity; therefore collaboration in between 
them is essential. To make that relationship 
easy new mobility network is proposed. 

Electric bicycle network with mobility spots 
covers entire region and creates alternative 
mode of transportation. Electric bicycles are 

cheap, easy to use, are healthy, and can be 
used for daily and recreational purposes. 
They fit for Latrobe scale, climate and 
landscape. Bicycles are charged and parked 
at mobility spots, which are spread every 
10min cycling distance. They connect towns, 
rural areas and new places of development in 
the old mines, where the synergies happen.

Alternative lifestyle communities are located 
in the prairies of the old Hazelwood mine. 
Empty land is rehabilitated by bringing 

back plantation and life. Hilly setting in 
the mine creates spaces for the different 
uses. Temporary cultural festivals make a 
base for further development. Research 
and innovation hubs are placed in a mine, 
combined with experimental living cubes and 
solar energy plant. 

Synergy of urbanity and empty mine brings 
many opportunities for innovation. It creates 
new identity and leads to world fame for the 
Latrobe region. 
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Mobility + Energy storage + 
Recreation + Healthy activity 

Community spaces + Commerce + 
Services + Housing Brown fields > City Brown fields > 

Housing + Solar energy Brown fields > Temporary activities Brown fields > CultureBrown fields waste >
 Territories of innovation Brown energy > Green solar energy

Network of different communities Electric bicycle network and mobility spot

Field of innovation and experiments in the rehabilitated Hazelwood  mine

Synergies in urban environments
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 Activity nodes

Multiple functions are clustered and stacked in the 
urban cores. Concentration of activities brings more 
customers, more services. People meet around in a 
public space.  

 Mobility spots 
  
Mobility spot is part of electric bicycle network. In the 
spot bicycles are charged, parked and repaired. Spots 
are spread in the region, every 10 minutes cycling 
distance. Spots are combined with: information 
centre, cafe, shop, gallery, terrace, disco or gym.

 New identities: City + Mine

Old Hazelwood mine during the rehabilitation 
becomes area of innovation and experiments. Synergy 
of city and mine brings many opportunities and space 
for alternative functions. It creates new identity and 
leads to the world fame for the Latrobe region. 

 Experimental living

Experimental living takes place in the former coal 
mines. Here affordable housing is combined with solar 
energy production.

 Innovative clusters

Technology parks and research hubs are placed in the 
excavated Hazalwood quarry.

 Solar energy production

The mine is so big that there is space for solar energy 
plant. It is ironic that wasteland of polluting energy 
production becomes land for renewable energy 
production. 

 Fun park, events and recreation

Temporary activities bring life to the mine and 
make base for the further development. There is 
pace for massive events such as cultural festivals, 
concerts, land art exhibitions, and extreme sports, like 
motorcycle or jeep racing.

 Industrial heritage

Mines are showcasing the power of the region. 
This industrial heritage is part of its identity and 
uniqueness. Pieces of soil cuts and excavating 
machines are exhibited in the open air museum. 
Machines are combined with recreational facilities.
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Intelligent management of resources is 
essential to ensure sustainable future 
and independency for the Latrobe city. 
Mixing and overlapping energy production, 
agriculture, forestry and water create new 
economies, minimize consumption and 
waste, and maximize regions independency.

In Latrobe region energy is integrated in a 
regional smart grid network. Brown energy 
grid is connected to renewable energy 
network; regional grids connect to local 

town, community or home area networks. 
Even mobility spots where electric bicycles 
are charged act as  batteries in the network. 
Energy cycles and exchange between all 
scales is essential.
The second essential resource for the urban 
areas is water. In Latrobe there is plenty 
of water, but it is never wasted. Water is 
collected, kept, re-cycled, up-cycled and 
reused. 

Synergies of resources brings plenty 

opportunities for new activities.  Hot water 
from Hazelwood power plant is used for 
tropical fish farms and recreation. Smoke 
from the power plants is captured and 
in algae photo-bioreactor converted into 
energy; space under electricity wires is 
used as pastures. Water is stored in a flat 
dam that is used for rice agriculture and 
fishery. Urban waste water is cleaned and 
recycled. Flat dam, wetlands, and green 
under electricity wires act as important green 
corridors between the major landscapes.
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Fields of production and resources

Energy production > Waste hot water 
> Heat used for industries, recreation Waste hot water > Food production Waste hot water > Recreation Waste hot water > Recreation Waste water > Household water Make and manage your energy + 

Recycling waste + Recycling water
Water storage + Smart agriculture + 
Ecological corridor Water storage + Smart agriculture

Reusing hot Hazelwood pontage water for family SPA resort and tropical fish farms
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 Waste hot water used for many purposes 
 
In Latrobe there is plenty of water, but it is never 
wasted. After cooling Hazelwood power plant, Hot 
water is reused for multiple purposes: for tropical 
aqua culture and for water recreation.

 Shrimp farm 
 
Water in Hazelwood pondage all year long is 22 
degrees.  Warm waters bring opportunities to 
introduce new food production industries in the 
region. Shrimps and tropical fishes are farmed in the 
pondage. 

 Hot baths - water treatment
 
Hot pondage water is used for water treatment, 
thermal baths, swimming pools, cascades and family 
SPA resort.

 Tropical recreation
 
Warm pondage water creates opportunities for 
tropical recreation. Swimming and water sports area 
available all year long. Microclimate is milder around 
the lake, palms and sand creates holiday feeling.

 Reuse urban waste water
 
In each town urban waste water is collected in 
wetlands. There it is cleaned and recycled into 
household water. Wetlands around the city form part 
of the green ecological network. 

 Household synergies
 
Each household in the rural areas manages water and 
waste: collects, recycles and reuses. They produce 
own geothermal, wind or solar energy. Households 
are connected to regional energy grid. Within home, 
devices are managed by effective home area network.

 Flat dam or polder
 
Latrobe valley is one of the wettest areas in Australia. 
Therefore, here series of flat dams are proposed. Rain 
water is collected in the structure of channels and 
used for alternative industries. 

 Fishery and rice agriculture
 
Always wet and fertile agricultural land in the flat 
dam is suitable for rice production or shallow water 
fishing. Channels are attractive for water sports; flat 
dam makes part of green ecological structure and is 
attractive to cycle or walk around. 
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